ADOPTION

Enterprises often fail to move beyond the POC stage of cloud adoption. This happens primarily due to lack of experience
and expertise in EUC cloud implementations in either the internal IT teams or the Managed Service Partner (MSP). This
manifests itself in an inability to properly identify and implement different use cases, inability to integrate with
applications and peripherals and an inability to deliver a smooth, trouble free transition experience to end users, leading
to resistance to adoption.
Anunta’s “VDI/DaaS Adoption Package” helps enterprises, who have taken the first steps towards implementing
VDI/DaaS, define a full adoption plan and then take complete ownership of the EUC transformation from discovery and
migration to complete stabilization of the environment before handing it over as a steady state operations to the
customer’s IT team/existing MSP in a time bound manner.

Delivering Unmatched End-User Experience

Managing 80,000+ endpoints and
120,000+ users globally and across
different virtualization platforms.

Delivering the lowest incident-to-user
ratios in the industry at 0.3 compared
to industry average of 0.8 - 1.2*
incidents per user per month.

Highly secure 24x7x365 Enterprise
Nerve Center monitoring and
managing IT infrastructure to deliver
superior end-user experience.

*Gartner report ‘IT Key Metrics Data 2017’

Outcome and productivity oriented
SLAs, along with flexible engagement
(on-premise and cloud) and pricing
(per user per month and per
endpoint per month) models.

Proactive identification and
resolution of 72%** issues before the
end-users are even aware of it
resulting in improved end-user
productivity.
**as of January 2019

Proprietary platform, EuVantage®,
providing deep cross-domain
visibility, automated isolation,
actionable analytics and dramatically
reduced resolution times.

Adoption Package
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About Anunta
Anunta is a specialized cloud services company, focused on end-user experience management in enterprise environments. Anunta
helps enterprises move to new generation End-User Computing (EUC) environments and has extensive experience in enabling
customers to adopt EUC on cloud at large scale. Anunta has migrated 80,000+ endpoints across 120,000+ users in companies across
industries including, banking and financial services, manufacturing, travel, media, aviation and IT.

A few of our
noteworthy
clients:

Large global
utility services
company

Top European
insurance
company

One of the top
global BPOs

3 of top 5
private banks
in India
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